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From: Janice sutton <janiceandpaul.sutton@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 2 August 2021 1:43 PM
To: McCrossen, Samuel
Subject: Re: Tasman Draft LPS - hearing information

Dear Samuel, 

I am so sorry, I missed your email with regards to the hearing saying I wouldn't need an agricultural report initially at 
least for the submission. Because I missed this email however, I cannot now attend. I run a busy AirBNB and 
unfortunately now have to clean it as we have a same day changeover. I have not been able to find someone to fill in 
for me. 

Can I submit a list of comments based on the following report?: 

LAND CAPABILITY HANDBOOK

Guidelines for the Classification of Agricultural Land 
in Tasmania

Second Edition Edited by C J GROSE Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment Prospect 
Offices1999 

Since speaking to you I found the above report on line, which made good reading. Based on it I wrote again to the 
Tasman council saying that I opposed the rezoning of our property to agricultural land most strongly. I explained why 
but I heard nothing back from them.   

The council has based its decision on looking at a map of the area and has chosen properties to be moved into the 
agricultural zoning without community consultation and without due process, that is to say examining our property's 
rezoning according to its agricultural capability or sustainability. I invited the planning officer to view our property in the 
email I sent to the council, but as mentioned received no reply. Neither maps or images indicate accurately how steep 
the land is and its limited agricultural use. 

I do see why they may have chosen our property, as there are two large farms between the Nubeena back road where 
we live and Fire Tower Road that runs parallel. However, the allocation of zoning seems to be contradictory ie: lots with 
significantly more paddock/pastoral area than our own land with far greater agricultural capability, for instance property 
766 Nubeena Road than our own block at 734 Nubeena Back Road, Koonya 7187 has been zoned rural in the new 
zoning. The property on the Nubeena Road is 10ha, is mostly flat/gently sloping, is 90% pasture, has an olive grove and 
small vineyard, the land also aggists sheep from a local farmer.  

Our property is predominantly forested, forest we can do nothing with. Our pasture is steep (15%+ mostly), we have a 
water course running through it in winter and in winter the land is so wet (we lose the sun at 2pm) we could not aggist 
any animals and it would be too wet to sustain any crops. The soil is also of poor quality. There is only about 2 acres of 
an area on the North facing bank we might be able to grow vines or plant a small orchard, subject to soil testing, 
however this small area would not sustain a living.  

With an agricultural zoning, this would also restrict future possibilities. For example, putting in a small brewery at the 
property under the current and rural zoning would be discretionary, under the agricultural zoning it would not be 
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possible from my understanding of the zoning restrictions. My husband with a Koonya Neighbour, whose land ironically 
is mostly laid to pasture but is not going into the agricultural zone despite the neighbour being a primary agricultural 
producer (garlic grower and black garlic producer) recently started up the Tasman Brewing Co. Their inaugural beer, a 
black garlic oatmeal stout is sold at Hobart Farmers Market! Whilst using McHenry Distillery facilities currently for their 
brewing, in the future they hoped to potentially use our large double storey shed on our property that would be perfect 
and has 3-phase power to host a small brewery stca. This is the Tasman Peninsula's first brewery. Under the 
agricultural zoning however no activities would be allowed judged to impede upon agricultural production that makes 
this future possibility highly unlikely. The neighbouring property does not have a suitable building for this purpose. 
 
The council's allocation of zones however, goes to show in relation to our neighbour who is engaging in a primary 
agricultural practice whereas we are not and wouldn't be able to, illogical and random. A proper assessment regarding 
land capability by the council should be provided to Tasman Residents as part of this process, to ensure that the land is 
placed into the appropriate zone. 
 
SO TO THE LAND CAPABILITY REPORT 
 
We object to the agricultural zoning of our property on the following grounds: 
 

1. Land capability classification is an internationally recognised means of land classification, used to evaluate the 
capability of land to support a range of land uses, on a long-term sustainable basis.  For the Tasmanian 
classification, agricultural land uses are defined as broadscale grazing and cropping uses. The capability of 
land for forestry is not evaluated, nor is evaluation of existing forestry. Our land is predominantly made up of 
forest with only a small acreage of mostly steep (and wet in winter) paddock on which grow or aggist farm 
animals.  

2. Land capability assessment takes into account the physical nature of the land (eg geology, soils, slope, plus 
other factors such as climate, erosion hazard, land management practices) to determine how the land can be 
used without destroying its long-term potential for sustainable agricultural production. It is based on broadscale 
agricultural use, not suitability eg to grow vines or hops.  It also takes into account limitations that might affect 
agricultural use such as stoniness, drainage, salinity or flooding. The land is then classified. There are 3 levels: 
the land capability class gives an indication of the general degree of limitation of use; subclass (erosion, 
wetness, soils, climate etc), that identifies the nature of the dominant limitation and the unit, which group 
together similar types of land requiring the same kind of management. Capability evaluation is undertaken 
primarily through field observation in Tasmania. This did NOT happen in the case of our property on the 
Tasman Peninsula and I would argue highly doubtful anyone elses' either!!The classification is based on 
cultivation of the land for cropping purposes and not other land use systems which can sustain 'crops' on 
steeper land with longer rotations, and less risk of erosion (eg perennial horticulture, tree crops, orchards). The 
system comprises 7 classes. Class 1 land can produce a wider variety of crops and pastures at higher level of 
production with lower costs. Class 2 is similarly superior to classes 3 - 7. Class 4 is considered the limit for 
cropping, restricted by severe hazards or limitations to production. The capability class is therefore an indicator 
of the degree of versatility, level or productivity and risk of degradation for a particular area of land. 

Land Capability Class - 734 Nubeena Back Road, Koonya 7187  Though not an agricultural assessor, just based on 
the details in this report and the land capability classification I estimate that our property would fall between the 5 - 6 
category classication sections in relation to cropping and pastoral suitability and between classes 5 - 7 with regards 
to land use options. With regards to limitations 'under cultivation' it would be moderate-severe with choices of potential 
crops severely restricted. Under Pastoral use, the limitations would be a 6, severe and in relation to the choice of crops, 
grazing (but with moderate-severe restrictions due to the steepness and wetness of the land in winter). I would argue 
that our land has a very LOW classification for agricultural capability due to a number of factors. 
 
CLASS 6 

"Land marginally suitable for grazing because of severe limitations. This land has low productivity, high risk of erosion, 
low natural fertility or other limitations that severely restrict agricultural use." 
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CLASS 5 

"This land is unsuitable for cropping, although some areas on easier slopes may be cultivated for pasture establishment 
or renewal and occasional fodder crops may be possible. The land may have slight to moderate limitations for pastoral 
use. The effects of limitations on the grazing potential may be reduced by applying appropriate soil conservation 
measures and land management practices". 

Summary: land is mostly steeply sloping; soils are nutrient deficient and range predominantly from sandy to heavy clay 
content and are not well drained; productivity is currently non-existent but would be very low with questionable suitability 
to grow any crop. Erosion hazard is moderate to severe, soils would not withstand frequent cultivation; land wet in 
winter. Land subject to slippage/landslide. Slopes range up to around 56% if considering the forested areas. Once 
fenced, moderate-severe limitations on pastoral or cropping activities. Certainly would NOT be sustainable and would 
not eek out a living. *A special machine had to be purchased to mow the steep paddock area".   

Second level of classification 

This identifies the nature of the risk or type of hazard or limitation present. 

 Erosion. Koonya is in a high rainfall area. In winter there is a water course that runs through the property from
underground source. This renders the paddock area too wet to grow anything or to aggist farm animals. Our
land is also subject to landslip. In 2007 there was a major landslide (mass movement of soil on the property.
Large rock walls had to be built to repair/contain slippage area. Soils are a mix of sand and clay. Multiple minor
landslips due to soil bank erosion impacted by the high rainfall have also been noted on the property over the
years.

 Drainage: restricted or impeded permeability in some parts of the property due to high level of clay based soils.
Water course also runs through property during/winter/wetter months.

 Permanent Limitations
 Land is steeply sloping
 Land only has a small area of paddock (the 17.5 ha property is mostly forested). 2 acres form the garden area

and shed area of the property. Pasture comprises only a few small acres that is steep and too wet to grow
anything or to aggist animals over the winter months. It is also unfenced.  Pasture is immediately in front of the
main dwelling and between the main dwelling and large shed. The pasture has only one small dam. No
irrigation, poor quality soil (sand and clay), is subject to soil erosion and slippage.

 Property loses sun in winter at 2pm.
 Out of the 43 acre property only approx 8 acres is to pasture and minimum of 2 - 3 acres is made up with large

double storey shed, large dwelling, garden and driveways.

My request is that Tasman Council do an appropriate agricultural assessment on properties that have questionable 
agricultural value and severely limited cropping and pastoral use. Steep topography, poor soil quality, wetness 
during winter, below ground water courses, steeply sloping. Existing forest has no agricultural/pastoral value. The 
land has also (and the council were notified of this at the time) susceptibility to landslip and soil degradation and slips 
on the banks. 

I hope this might be able to be presented in my absence. I am so sorry I can't come ... I appreciate a more detailed 
report might be needed. I did try my best to find someone, but to no avail. 

Thank you so  much Sam. 

Janice:-) 
Janice Sutton 
+ 61 (0) 457722772
www.janicesutton.com   
www.darlingtonbeachhouse.com.au 
www.wildwoodluxuryretreat.com 
www.garlicfeast.com




